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PuRPoSES of Book CovER dESIGn

Generally, the cover design is perceived as a marketing instrument, intended 

to be a first trigger of interest for the potential buyer. It is believed that 

through impressive, unique and eye-catching artwork, the cover can pull 

the reader towards the volume, encourage him to pick it up and explore it 

further. ‘Then, the book will sell itself, or not,’ Chip Kidd (2012) adds.

Secondary benefits of having an alluring cover design are in adding a 

professional credibility to the author and desirability to the manuscript by 

creating visually ‘enticing, aesthetic object that one wishes to purchase and 

own’ (Abrams, 2012; DouPonce, 2012). 

dESIGn PRoCESS

For many book designers the design process starts with the manuscript. 

Majority stated in their interviews that it is profitable to read the manuscript 

to gain a complete understanding of the piece and its style of writing before 

coming up with ideas for the cover. 

By fully grabbing the essence of the volume, the designer can construct a 

concept or concepts that primarily invite the reader into the story simply 

through initiating a mood, without relying too many details or information 

to the reader. This is important for several reasons; firstly, about ‘64 percent 

of book buyers are women’ (Parks, 2012). Women often perceive their 

surroundings through emotions and therefore a large portion of book covers 

should evoke sentimental reaction in the targeted audience. 

Furthermore, ‘serious readers love reading for the engagement of their 

imagination that takes place during the journey’ (Parks, 2012). In many cases, 

the best solution is to be general and try to stir up feelings rather than show 

a portrait of a main character or place (Pearson, 2009). By expressing too 

InTRoduCTIon

The book cover design is one of marketing tools a publishing industry uses 

for ensuring and increasing sell ability of published manuscripts. This thesis 

is to outline its place, importance and purposes within the entire publishing 

process, its future and trends and most importantly describe design process 

and set of rules that can - according to array of book cover designers living 

and working in different countries around the world - lead to successful, 

desirable cover design. 

faCToRS affECTInG SEll aBIlITY of THE Book

Publishing constitutes a unique branch of a commercial design. It has its own 

pace, customs and rules, but still heads many principles used widely across 

the graphic design industry. The number of publications is steadily growing 

and with hundred thousands of new titles and editions distributed each year 

in U.S. alone (Bowker, 2011), the market became exceptionally competitive. 

The need of a seductive cover design has probably never been greater, for 

a new title must shine in a presence of many other publications that are all 

trying to be chosen by a potential buyer. Kirk DouPonce (2012) believes that: 

‘There are three main reasons for someone purchasing a book; author name 

recognition, subject matter, and the cover’.  

While the title’s genre and author are a matter of personal preferences and 

are usually influenced only through advertising campaigns run around the 

time of the new book’s release, the cover is an indivisible part of the volume 

and as such advertises it during the whole time of its existence.
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fig. 1. Rodrigo Corral, Cover 

design of Rant by Chuck 

Pahniuk, 2007

Some authors, however, might be hard to reach or communicate with, 

and – as Yvonne Parks (2012) just mentioned – it might take some time 

and experience to develop a successful, productive system of questions 

that provides the designer with complete set of information he requires. 

Often enough, reading as big portion of the script as needed is called 

for - assuming it is available - to ‘get a sense of the writer’s voice to 

communicate it via the design‘(Abrams, 2012). The amount of surveyed 

text might vary in relation to the particular book; it might be a few pages, 

chapters or the whole script. 

Then again, some designers like to read the text simply because it gives 

them greater confidence that their design shall communicate the copy’s 

many details on the cover the designer dictates a visual look of characters and places from 

within the story and denies the reader the opportunity to dream it up on his own or – in 

case the reader is already familiar with the title – subjects it to an unearned criticism. 

However, there are some circumstances that can prevent the designer from going through 

the manuscript. Firstly, according to Andrew Haslam (2006, p. 160), ‘Cover designs are 

often required for promotion purposes, often before the writing is completed’. Many 

publishers make edition plans every six months or annually. It means that cover is 

frequently produced for scripts that were recently approved by an edition board, but are 

not necessarily finished. Especially if an experienced author is involved, the manuscript is 

ever so often non-existent at the time of final decision to publish the book. It leaves the 

designer with no script to read.

Secondly, the genre of the publication might not require that deep exploration of its 

content. This might be applicable to – for example – dictionaries, photography based 

textbooks, academic scripts, schoolbooks and other non-fiction volumes. 

Thirdly, book designers tend to be very busy. Yvonne Parks (2012) reveals that it is quite 

usual for her to originate more than 400 covers a year. Because of the time pressure 

a multiple of the designers interviewed developed their own system of fully grabbing 

the understanding of the book without having to read it through, cover to cover.  These 

methods frequently consist of engaging the author and/or editor (publisher, art director…) 

in a planned conversation about the manuscript. Yvonne Parks (2012) says, that 

Asking ‘What is your book about?’ gets the author talking about 

the content, context, era and feel of the book. It is usually more 

than enough to give a good representation of the book if you have 

enough experience in cover design. You are trying to ‘woo’ people 

who have never read the book… so standing in their shoes and 

‘seeing what they see’… communication only the essence of the 

book (and not all the details) is more than enough (Parks, 2012).
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Yvonne Parks (2012) also declares that it is a good practice to look at work 

of other book designers and try to find out why some covers stand out. She 

strongly believes that examination of both bad and good design helps the 

designer grow and learn to be better in his profession. 

Next stage is to consider colour choices and appropriate typography and 

imagery. There are several areas to look at while doing so. The era the story 

is placed into might affect the whole idea of the cover. For example, the 

cover for book placed into 19th century is going to have severly different 

look from book placed into future. Same consideration is needed for 

demographics and political situation of the narrative. Firstly, political 

situation of the country the book is to be published in should be taken 

into account. It might affect the whole concept of the book and/or restrict 

it in some ways. Secondly, the political situation and believes of both the 

characters from the narrative and the publication’s audience might affect 

the look also, for example in colour or theme choices in order to highlight 

this connection to the potential reader straight on the cover. 

After putting all possibilities on paper and doing more extensive research, 

a wide array of designers like to come up with one to three strongest ideas 

and develop them further. 

Evidently, there are some visual elements that covers of bestsellers have 

in common. These components are highlighted in next part of this thesis, 

forming a guideline to a sellable book cover styling based on work and 

opinions of well known, successful cover designers from around the world. 

While some of the principles listed below are universal and applicable 

across the whole trade, others are specific to book cover design.  

message successfully. Rodrigo Corral (2010) for instance states that he likes to 

read the entire manuscript – and sometimes even more than once - so he can 

search for deeper concepts. His design for Chuck Palahniuk’s book called Rant: 

An Oral Biography of Buster Casey (fig. 1), for example, is strongly conceptual 

and in Corral’s own words ‘a little more obscure, because his [understand 

Chuck Palahniuk’s] readers generally responds to it’. Rant’s main character 

is Buster Casey, who is ‘destined to live fast, die young and murder as many 

people as he can.’ The book is a testimony of Casey’s short life full of violence 

orally reconstructed by his friends after his death (Publishers Weekly, 2007).

The visual style used is very strong and symbolic. The design is startling and 

distinctive to other covers, very much like Palahniuk’s style of writing. It is 

one of the covers the reader gets to fully understand once he has read the 

story. The illustration made by Jacob Magraw-Mickelson features well the 

deep concept of the book and letter R printed on bottom layer that is viewed 

through cut circle in the dust cover creates nice last touch. From reading 

a manuscript and/or talking with the author (editor, art director…) much 

information can be concluded. 

Once the designer gets a broad understanding of the brief and book itself, 

he can start researching and gathering inspiration. Many designers start with 

visual research of images. Webpages such as DesignRelated, Pinterest or 

Tumblr are considered to be a great source of inspiration as well as any other 

commercial design such as packaging, magazines or old adverts. 

Bookstores, libraries, galleries and museums of any kind are also highly popular 

places to seek inspiration in. Designers say to simply look at everything, 

whether it is design/art related or not (Brock, 2012; Casalino, 2012; DouPonce, 

2012; Gelotte, 2012; Henderson, 2012; Heuer, 2012; Parks, 2012). 
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As adumbrated above, all elements of visual style carry a more or less 

hidden message. For that reason, no decisions about any part of the cover 

should be made lightly. For instance, a specific treatment of typography 

or colour palette might be required to link the design to the targeted 

audience. Mark Gelotte (2012) says, that ‘For example, if it [understand 

the cover] is meant for single men, the colors will be more masculine. This 

can be worked around if font choice is masculine and then the colors can 

be muted or even pastel’.

fig. 2:  Chip kidd, Cover 

design for Kathrine 

Hepburn’s Memoires 

& Marlene Dietrich’s 

Bibliography, 1991

As already mentioned, the first and most important purpose of the book cover 

design is attracting the eye of the potential buyer. As Jason Heuer (2012) 

says, ‘it’s like a first impression on a date. A literary flirtation, or when done 

best, a seduction’. One could add that the part of this seduction is to let the 

content to sell itself, once the interest has been awoken. For that reason the 

cover always needs to correspond with the content within. To establish this 

connection, Chip Kidd (2012) likes to ask himself the question ‘What does the 

story look like?’ in the beginning of the designing process, because it makes 

the designer think about the book’s message, genre, story and audience. 

From the answer a lot of decisions can be made, for example the style 

appropriate for the publication and its genre. The designer treats the 

reader wrong if he makes the cover look like a criminal novel, if it is a 

modern fantasy. This would have several consequences that would lead to 

disappointment of reader’s expectations and result in a decrease of future 

income and sell ability of the book itself because fantasy readers would not 

find it and criminal novel readers would feel cheated and disappointed.

Katharine Hepburn’s memoirs and Marlene Dietrich’s bibliography (fig. 2) 

are good examples of cover-content based design. Chip Kidd (2012) says 

that ‘The Hepburn book was written in very conversational style. It was 

like she was sitting across the table, telling it all to you. The Dietrich’s book 

was an observation by her daughter, it was a bibliography.’ In other words, 

‘The Hepburn story is words and the Dietrich’s story is pictures’. 

Chip Kidd’s typographic and pictorial treatments of these covers commu-

nicate perfectly the style of the writing, its pure form and content and by 

doing so, also the personality of these famous women. He created strong link 

to the story within and differentiated powerfully these two publications from 

each other for the reader. 

RulE 1: 

THE CovER IS a 

faCE of THE Book, 

a ReadeR’s FIRsT 

InSIGHT InTo THE 

SToRY WITHIn
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This is a basic rule of all branches of commercial design. It implies that ‘you 

should either say Apple or show an apple, never both’ (Chip Kidd, 2012). In other 

words, the designer should treat the audience as intelligent human beings and 

therefore design the cover accordingly. 

By expressing the same message through both pictorial and written elements 

the designer not only loses valuable chance to convey more hints to the 

potential buyer, but also underestimates readers, most likely the brightest and 

best educated sort of audience. Especially the new generation of young readers, 

that is – as Yvonne Parks (2012) puts it - ‘very savvy… being inundated with 

marketing and logos each time they turn on their smart phone. They know good 

(and bad) design and have very high standards’. 

As implied above, in most cases, the design is liable to look unprofessionally and 

most probably fail in its purpose, should this principle be broken. But even this 

rule can be circumvented successfully, as is shown in figure 3. The cover of Thor 

Hanson’s book Feathers: the Evolution of a Natural Miracle designed by Nicole 

Caputo won several awards, for example HOW’s International Design Awards 

2011, AIGA 50 Books/50 Covers 2011 or Gold Ink Award 2011 (Caputo, 2011). 

Even though the cover says and shows the same, it communicates the essence 

of the book effectively and looks professionally due to the clever way the rule 

was bent to cover’s needs though the placement of visual and typographic 

elements. 

RulE 2: 

do noT THInk 

THE REadER 

STuPId

fig. 3. nicole Caputo,  Cover design for 

Feathers by Thor Hansen, 2011
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and typeface. The designer should do the same, even though the author is 

not well known or just starting. By doing so, a concealed message is added 

to the design, stating the confidence of the author and the publication to 

be treated as a hit (McGee, 2012).

Great example of this rule in practice can be found on Facebook page 

belonging to Pears Creative (2012). As shown in figure 4, placement and 

balance of elements significantly affect any emotional response a viewer 

has when he looks at the front cover. While both covers use same pictorial 

elements and text, the front cover on the left looks unprofessionally done, 

mostly because of the treatment of the text, its placement on the layout 

and visual style used. 

The pencil sketch on white background is in a strong disagreement with 

the subtitle that proclaims the book to be a collection of photographs, in 

addition to set of data and stories. The title font does not fit the imagery 

and includes a shadow effect for no visible purpose. The text alignment is 

Fig. 4. Pear Creative, 

Rescuing a Bad Design, 2012

The most common elements on the cover are type, illustrations and photo-

graphy and they all convey a hidden message to the viewer. Although some 

designers think one more significant than the other (usually according to their 

weak and strong designing skills), there is truly no supreme component. Good 

design is built through balance and harmony (Siebert and Ballard, 1992). Great 

typeface does not make much difference, if the rest of the cover is unattractive, 

in completely different style, with wrong imagery or ill composition. Also, a 

logical hierarchy of type and other visual elements must be established. Kristin 

Cullen says, that:

Hierarchy is critical to the appropriateness and effectiveness of 

the visual solution. Without it, the design lacks purpose, and the 

communicative function is lost. The designer must order and 

control the design, using contrast to establish the visual levels 

of dominance and subordination. Using compositional forces, 

including color, graphic shapes, and linear elements, effectively 

and with purpose, the designer will be able to integrate all the 

elements harmoniously. However, it is important to remember 

that some elements will lead the design, whereas others should 

intentionally follow. (2007, p. 87)

In other words, all elements on cover should be in coherence and lead the 

eye of the reader in systematic, natural way through informational part of 

the layout. In this sense, the book cover design can be liken to symphonic 

orchestra. If there is one musician playing out of tune, the whole symphony 

sounds wrong. If all is in harmony, it is a pleasure to listen to. 

This principle can be relevant to many different situations. One of them is 

author’s name treatment within the layout. Usually, the bestseller books 

show the author’s name with pride, on easily visible place, in appropriate size 

RulE 3: 

PRoduCE a 

naTuRal floW 

of InfoRMaTIon 

and BalanCE 

of ElEMEnTS on 

THE CovER
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As mentioned above, the harmony in structural placement of cover 

components is important. But more significantly, this conformity should 

be created for all parts of the book since each fragment of the script has 

got different purpose to fulfill. The cover consists of graphic elements and 

essential information such as name of the author and the publication and 

short annotation of the story. It is carefully orchestrated to pique interest 

of the reader and help him build some awareness of the genre and general 

theme of the story. 

Prologue, content, narrative text, references and any other typographic 

parts within the publication are referred to as content. Before the 

manuscript is published, the text is stylised in a way that helps the reader to 

go through the content without any obstacles and navigate himself within 

the story more easily.

Also, by breaking this rule, the income of publishers and authors can be 

negatively affected. Many good looking books are not sold not because it 

has failed to attract attention of the potential buyer, but because once the 

reader lifts it up and checks the volume’s pages, he can sense something is 

wrong. The likely cause of this feeling is that the design used for cover and 

content do not complement each other, are in disagreement or even rival 

each other, or simply because the script styling is badly done. The content 

styling should be fairly invisible for regular reader, for it is purely functional, 

while the cover is meant to advertise the product (Design Inbaba, 2006; 

Gelotte, 2012). 

RulE 4: 

THE Book 

IS a WHolE 

PRoduCT, 

noT JuST a 

CovER

overdone, using different style for nearly each element on the cover. A natural 

flow of elements is abused by using very similar handling of typeface and cuts for 

both subtitle and its two authors. The cover on the right, on the other hand, is 

more clear and structured well. The text is all centered and uses space wisely. It 

illustrates the hierarchy of elements on the page with subtle, elegant but easily 

understandable way. A stylised photograph was added, changing the feeling of the 

whole cover and  bringing it closer to the content of the volume. 

To summarize, this example clearly proved that the stylisation of the visual and 

typographic element – amongs other things – is imperative in order to make 

the book look profesionally and visually enticing. 
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The idea should always come from within the story and thus be related to it. 

The real challenge goes along with the execution of the concept by finding 

the potentials and limitations of the project and allowing the imagination and 

creativity to discover different, fresh and witty concepts. 

Charles Brock (2012) declares that he is ‘a fan of being smart with your 

solution.’ He strongly believes that the audience of readers is one of the 

brightest and most knowledgeable the designer can get. Therefore, there 

is no need to be afraid that the reader will struggle to understand the hint, 

if the cover is made as a symbolic representation of the story instead of 

illustrative visual of its main character or place.  Majority designers said in 

their interviews that the symbolic option is preferable for them as well as the 

potential buyer. It allows imagination to flow freely and can create a feeling 

of accomplishment for the reader once he realises fully the meaning of 

symbolism used on the cover at some point of the story. 

The conceptual symbolism of the cover can be achieved through various 

approaches according to the particular needs of the publication and 

preferences, experience and skills of the designer. On fig. 5 is illustrated 

one of the concepts made by Chip Kidd (2012) that worked very well. It is 

for book Dry by Augusten Burroughs. The typographic solution of this cover 

based on idea of the text basically lying about itself thanks to its clever 

execution, is brilliant and fully grabs the essential storyline and psychological 

ideology of the book. The execution of the ‘crying’ wet words – and especially 

the word ‘Dry’ – looks very genuinely, transmitting openly the nature of a 

man in denial of his own problems. 

RulE 5: 

THInk WITHIn THE 

SToRY, CREaTE 

ouTSIdE THE Box

Fig. 5. Chip Kidd, Cover design for Dry by 
augusten Burroughs, 2003
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Right: 
fig. 6. Henry Hobson, 

Cover design for Two Colours 

down: fig. 7.  Henry Hobson, Cover 
design for Wood for Trees

Other creative examples of going behind the ordinary are books designed by 

Henry Hobson, Two Colours (fig. 6) and Wood for Trees (fig. 7). Both designs 

make use of possibilities of digital printing technology by incorporating animated 

typography. Name on the Two Colours cover appears only when it is pushed down 

and a movement is assigned to the typography on Wood for Trees cover (Klanten 

and Hübner, 2008, p. 067).
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Book series typically call for more thoughtfulness, for there are other than usual 

topics to be mused over and additional set of problems to be solved. It can be 

argued that the series is more about coming up with conceptual scheme then 

single idea. The designer is challenged to build up a system applicable to all the 

titles that would express the unity of the series but at the same time, the unique 

individuality of each book. It is likely that the buyer will not purchase the whole 

series, but nevertheless he should be gently encouraged to do so by establishing 

a connection between the volumes, preferably through clever, non-aggressive 

element of the design (Brock, 2012).

Furthermore, this visual structure is prone to form trouble for the designer, 

would it be ill balanced. If the system is too strong, the individuality of the title 

is lessened and the potential buyers might ‘get confused and pass up a book 

because they think they’ve already read it’ (Casalino, 2012). On the other hand, 

the buyer should be able to recognize the book easily as a part of a series without 

having to explore it closely. 

A series calls for continuously outstanding design. ‘The idea on the third or 

fourth cover has to be as striking as the first’, Jason Heuer (2012) says. To be 

able to accomplish this, the concept for the series must have a lot of potential 

to be recreated.. The key point is in consistency. Whatever rule the designer 

come up with, it must be applicable to all books in the series. The most basic 

and commonly used way how to unify the series is a grid system. Use of certain 

shapes, typography and colour palette serves the same purpose, but possibly 

brings more freshness and freedom into the design. 

Whatever way the designer chooses, he should attempt to think outside the box 

and explore less obvious methods of how to incorporate the design. Should it be 

playful? Incomplete when the whole series is not together? One does not have to 

limit him or herself to usage of one typeface and specific color range. The solution 

is in being creative - within the system. 

RulE 7: 

If You dESIGn 

a SERIES, TREaT 

IT aS SuCH

Although Massimo Vignelli (Big Think, 2012) claims that designers do not need 

more than six typefaces to work with majority of book designers disagree and 

find it constraining. Kirk DouPonce (2012) declares that ‘subtle changes in a font 

can really effect the personality of a design [sic]. Each font has one [personality], 

it’s a matter of finding the right one for the mood you’re trying to create’ he adds.  

As mentioned earlier, there are some things to be considered when choosing 

an appropriate typeface. Firstly, the typeface should be in agreement with the 

era the narrative is placed into or was written in. The political situation and 

geographical location should be respected, too.  

Secondly, some typefaces are better to be used for targeted audience. For 

example, typography used on cover of publication written for women should 

emphasise the femininity and softness while children’s book typography needs 

to be fun and easy to read. The choice is further affected by genre of the volume, 

narrowing the number of suitable typefaces down a bit more.  Thirdly, the 

designer should consider other typography used both on cover and in the interior 

of the publication. Typefaces used must work well together and built strong 

hierarchy and smooth flow of information (Gelotte, 2012).

Finally, the character and age of the author should be contemplated. The cover 

needs to reflect the personality of the book as well as the author (Parks, 2012).

Catherine Casalino (2012) recommends to each designer to assemble his ‘font 

library with the essentials – a nice sans serif, a good serif for reading copy, etc.’ 

She points out that the initial purpose and usage of font one wishes to employ in 

his design should be taken into account and strongly advises to stick with versatile 

typefaces that are proved to be working until one learns enough to recognize 

professionally done font. The integrity of the font must also be respected all the 

time, for squishing and stretching the type looks unprofessionally and spoils the 

experience of the viewer, as well as bad kerning, tracking or leading (DouPonce, 

2012; Gelotte, 2012; Heuer, 2012). 

RulE 6: 

TYPoGRaPHY
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Coralie Bickford-Smith (2009), on the other hand, likes to connect series through 

symbolic visual style and material used; she is especially fond of foil and cloth. 

She sees books as ‘objects of beauty and great value’ and her decorative visual 

style accomplishes to make it so. Her design for old classics from 2008 was very 

beautiful and well accepted by readers. It used a certain grid with various sym-

bols representing the narrative story of individual titles (fig. 9).

Fig. 9. Coralie Bickford-

Smith, Cover design for 

Classics Series, 2008 

The designer should think about the spine and how these will connect when they 

are placed on the shelf. The design should be visually appealing and desirable for 

the reader to have the whole series. For instance, the trick of spines Chip Kidd 

incorporated into his visual treatment of Buddha series written by Osama Tezuka 

is well loved by readers. It shows an illustration of Buddha in stages of his life, 

completing the image when all books are together as it is to be seen in figure 8.  

He also included numbering and colour range that is integrated non-intrusively 

into other titles as well. 

fig. 8. Chip kidd, Cover 

design for Buddha Series by 

Osama Tezuka, 2000-2009
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When designing a new series, the designer rarely receives all books at once, as 

Coralie Bickford-Smith had. More often the whole series is not written yet and 

there might not be even a concept done for some of them. Therefore, the designer 

has to make sure that the system he comes up with is stretchable in particular 

ways. One element that shall probably change with each additional book is a title 

and/or a subtitle. 

To ensure the compatibility ahead of time, the designer needs to find out if all 

elements of the cover can be used in different settings and situations. For example, 

the typeface used for one individual book with short name doesn’t have to 

necessarily work with larger amount of words or letters that are needed in newer 

volumes from the collection. Therefore it is very important to make sure that the 

typeface used works well in any length. 

Other thing to consider is imagery. The designer has to find out – preferably when 

designing the first cover – if the style of the image can be reproduced or whether 

the particular composition of the first image can be retaken in other picture with 

same allure (Parks, 2012). It is also even more important to find images that has 

got strong personality that can communicate to the right audience (Zeegen, 2005, 

p. 44). That way, the series will ensure its longevity and will not be outdated in 

couple of years.
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ConCluSIon

An ultimate intention of this thesis was to illustrate the full process of designing 

book cover and determine set of basic, but valid rules that help the design to 

fulfill its main purpose – to charm the potential buyer into exploring the book. 

Many rules that have been explained in this thesis are applicable accross the 

graphic design industry and can, if applied with care, improve skills of designers 

like myself who are about to start their carriers in graphic design. Thanks to 

excelent guidance and comments of book cover designers interviewed there is 

truly a lot to learn and take inspiration from. 

Hopefully it can also assist designers such as myself to avoid the most common 

errors that are every so often to be found in design of many covers, such as not 

considering the story and personality of the book, underestimating ability of the 

reader to grab symbolical or hidden meaning of more complicated design, clutter 

and ill composition issues, wrong choice of typography or disconnection of cover 

and interior styling of the book. 

To those who are simply passionate book lovers and therefore are merely 

interested in looks of books on shelves in their favourite bookstore or in 

their living room, the thesis has hopefully brought some amusement and 

valuable insight into the process behind the final product and enhanced their 

understanding of beauty and mystery of book cover design. 

TREndS

It could be argued that the trends are associated with genres, audience expecting 

certain look and way the world works nowadays. In book cover design, though, 

trends can also mean trouble, because book is a kind of object that people often 

keep for many years to come. For that reason, one has to make sure that the 

visual look of the cover will not be outdated once the trend is over. For instance 

use of certain fonts such as Papyrus or Scriptina, that are widely used nowadays, 

will make the book cover old fashioned in couple of years (Parks, 2012). To ensure 

the cover is timeless, trends are better to be used wisely, with certain restrictions, 

rather in colour and composition than typography. 

A large portion of designers do not allow their work to be dictated by trends, even 

though they keep track of them. Jason Heuer believes ‘that by nature everyone is 

affected by trends and new style discoveries’. To prove that, he highlights covers 

from 1989 and their different treatment of colour palette, type and style. He likens 

the cover design to music, saying that with increasing access to the music, more 

style emerged and developed. Same tendency can be seen in book cover design, 

for ‘now there are more ways to solve a design’ (Heuer, 2012; Wilson, 1967).

fuTuRE of THE InduSTRY and Book CovER dESIGn

Nobody knows what lies ahead for book cover design and whole publishing industry, but 

most of the designers are optimistic. Mark Gelotte, for instance, believes that ‘books, in 

some form, will be around forever, as it has through history’ (2012). Even though there 

might be some changes as the currently happening digital revolution continues, book 

covers are probably not going to disappear any time soon, firstly because a lot of readers 

still prefer to own the physical book and secondly because the e-book needs the cover 

as much as the paper book (Brock, 2012; DouPonce, 2012). Catherine Casalino (2012) is 

even excited by this change and sees great opportunity in ‘designing more multimedia 

things for books – like animated book covers and book trailers’.
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InTERvIEW WITH CHaRlES BRoCk

Design Process

To WHaT ExTEnT aRE Book CovER dESIGnS SIGnIfICanT In THE 
WHolE Book SEllInG PRoCESS? 

I think book covers are essential in the process but don’t alone sell the book. 
An effective cover design should entice the consumer to pick it up and investi-
gate further. Once they have picked up the book I think the jacket copy or back 
cover copy has to take over.

WHaT aRE THE PuRPoSES of THE Book CovER dESIGn? 

Like I said above the sole job is to get the consumer to pick it up. The design 
should visually communicate the message or mood of the book in a way that 
is visually interesting. I think its better to not tell the whole story on the cover 
but to leave a little to the reader’s imagination.

Could You dESCRIBE YouR dESIGn PRoCESS foR CREaTInG 
Book CovERS? 

I look over the job folder and all the info the client has provided. I usually do 
some quick research on the author and take a look at any comp titles the client 
might have mentioned in the brief. If possible we schedule a call with the client 
so I can talk to them in person and try to get a better feel for what they are 
looking for. Once I actually sit down to start designing I usually begin with im-
age research. If I don’t have any concrete concepts I can usually develop some 
through the search for images. I then move on to type research. I like to have 
5-10 typefaces I’ve chosen to start working with. Then its just the process of 
exploration with layout, colors and styles.

WHERE do You Go oR WHaT do You do foR InSPIRaTIon? 

I’m pretty active online when it comes to looking for inspiration. I’m really ac-
tive on Pinterest, DesignRelated and Tumblr. I also try to check out all the great 
book designers websites on a regular basis. There are so many resources online 
to see great design. I also try to visit an actual book store on a regular basis.

do You THInk IT IS ESSEnTIal To REad THE Book To dESIGn ITS 
CovER? 

I think its less important for non-fiction books. It’s impossible to read all the 
fiction books I work on but I try to read as many as I can. When I do read them 
I feel more confident in my designs.

aBouT

PORTFOLIO: 
www.faceoutstudio.com

SCHOOL:
Oklahoma State 
University
Graphic design

CURRENT JOB:
principal / CD of 
Faceout Studio

InTERvIEW WITH MaRk aBRaMS

WHaT aRE THE PuRPoSES of THE Book CovER dESIGn and 
To WHaT ExTEnT IS Book CovER dESIGn SIGnIfICanT In THE 
WHolE Book SEllInG PRoCESS?

To create a “package” for the book, both to grab reader’s attention, be it in 
a book store or in the hands of a reader or on a website.  And for aesthetic 
reasons -  to sweeten the deal for selling it, by making a desirable object one 
wishes to purchase and own.  Even in digital form, I think having an image as-
sociated with the book that one can see in one’s reading app can be satisfying, 
and adds value to the product as a whole.

do You THInk IT IS ESSEnTIal To REad THE Book To dESIGn ITS 
CovER?

I think every designer might have a different answer to this, but in short, not 
*necessarily*.  And in fact often our schedules don’t give us the luxury of 
reading the entire book for every cover design.  In fact, I find that for  certain 
kinds of non-fiction, in fact, it’s often not necessary to read more a summary of 
the book’s thesis. For fiction and more narrative non-fiction, though, it is very 
important to get a sense of the writer’s voice to communicate it via the design, 
and for me, that requires reading a significant portion of the book, and some-
times, the entire thing, start from finish.

Can You TEll ME 5 of THE MoST dREadful MISTakES THaT You 
THInk Book CovER dESIGnERS uSuallY MakE WHEn dESIGn-
InG THE CovER? HavE You PERSonallY MadE anY of THESE 
MISTakES?

The worst is when the designer clearly hasn’t read or understood the book 
and designs a cover that seemingly has nothing to do with the content.  Just 
terrible.  Following closely is a design that either just fails to communicate the 
content well or just ends up unattractively doing so.  Alongside that is a design 
that one suspects was dictated by having too many cooks in the kitchen, or 
someone with not very good taste having dictated the design - e.g. marketing 
dept, an editor, the author her or himself, ending up in a muddled or unattrac-
tive design.  Unfortunate.

Having done book cover design for almost a decade, I am all too familiar with 
all of these mistakes.  I *hope* I haven’t made the first mistake much or at all - 
I try very hard to avoid it, but the others are sadly not unfamiliar.
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www.markabrams.com
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Graphic design 
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book cover designer
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Garamond on almost anything and make it work because they are great typefaces 
but is it always the best choice? I think they become easy choices and sometimes 
suggest a lazy approach. For me the funnest part of what I do is scrolling through 
all these amazing typefaces and then playing with them. 

How do you PICK THe RIGHT sTyle oF THe CoveR (IllusTRaTIon, 
TyPoGRaPHICal only, PHoToGRaPHy…)? 

It all depends on what the client is looking for, what the market expects and what 
the budget allows. Sometimes you want to break from what is over done and use 
illustration if most of the similar books use photography or vice versa. We deliver 
three options for each book presentation and we do our best to show three com-
pletely different but viable designs. So in many cases you can explore all three for 
one book.

do You THInk THaT THE SYMBolIC CovER dESIGn SERvES THE 
Book BETTER In EnGaGInG THE REadER WITHouT RElaYInG 
MuCH fRoM THE SToRY ITSElf? 

Not in all cases but I am a fan of being smart with your solutions. Too often pub-
lishers dumb down for the readers which is quite insulting I think. Of all the con-
sumers out there I believe readers are the smartest and most informed of them 
all. So I don’t understand the worry about confusing them. As a reader I prefer 
the covers that are intriguing but don’t give it all away. I like the moment in the 
book when you realise, “Ah ha, now I know why that was on the cover.”

aRE YouR CovER dESIGnS affECTEd BY TREndS In THE InduSTRY, 
oR do You PREfER To noT To PaY aTTEnTIon To THE TREndS? 
WHY? 

I think everyone is affected by trends. To be an effective designer I think you have 
to be aware of the trends, not only in design in general but in publishing also, as 
well as genre trends. I’m not overly motivated by trends. I would rather pull inter-
esting things from trends and use them in different ways. Thats more interesting 
to me than just copying what is going on. Although, sometimes a client will push 
hard to follow the trends and in those cases you have to do the best you can.

Personal Style and its Place in BCD

do you THInK THaT THe PeRsonal sTyle oF youR woRK (IF you 
Have any) Is IMPoRTanT FoR you as a desIGneR and HelPs you 
land THE JoB? 

I am not a fan of style for designers. That being said, regardless of how hard you 
try to not have a style we all have some sort of style. To me style is boring. Once 
you figure it out, most of the challenge is gone. As a book designer I think its a 
killer to be style driven. We work on such I wide range of projects that can’t effec-
tively be solved with the same style. You also risk your style becoming passé and 
that could dramatically effect the amount of work you get offered.

Book Series

WHaT do You THInk IS IMPoRTanT To TakE In ConSIdERaTIon 
WHEn dESIGnInG THE Book SERIES? HoW IS IT dIffEREnT fRoM 
dESIGnInG an IndIvIdual CovER? 

Well you have to keep in mind that the system you develop for a series has to be 
effective across all the titles. I think for a series the design first has to work as a 
series but secondarily still work for the individual titles. In most cases the reader 
isn’t going to purchase the whole series. Approaches are different based on what 
kind of series. Some series are a continuation of the same story with the same 
characters, some are books from the same author but have unrelated titles and 
others are series with different authors but similar subjects.  So it is quite differ-
ent from designing an individual cover. There are more restrictions when working 
on a series because you have to keep within the developed system.

The Cover Look and Elements

HoW do You PICk THE RIGHT SET of ColouRS? HoW MuCH do 
THE PHYSICal MaTERIalS dICTaTE THE ColouR You uSE?  do oTH-
ER faCToRS SuCH aS THE GEnRE of THE Book affECT THE PalETTE 
of ColouRS You uSE? 

Colors are tough. I don’t usually go into a design with a set color palette. Most 
of the time my palette is derived from the type of imagery I’m using. There are 
some colors that work better in certain genres but I wouldn’t say it’s a strong rule 
you have to follow in most cases. I think the physical materials can play into color 
choices. I recently had a series where I wanted a matte textured stock so I choose 
to use bold flat colors, which I think worked well together. It’s rare lately to have 
the luxury of choosing paper stocks or having special treatments as options so, it 
doesn’t play into the color choices as much.

MaSSIMo vIGnEllI SaYS THaT dESIGnERS JuST nEEd 6 TYPEfaCES. 
do you aGRee wITH THIs ClaIM? (How Many TyPeFaCes do you 
use In youR woRK?) 

With all due respect to Mr. Vignelli, I couldn’t disagree more. There are so many 
amazing typefaces out there and my love of typography is the main reason I 
became a designer. I would never limit myself to only six typefaces. I think doing 
that can make your work look sterile and predictable after a while. I’m not a fan 
of being a style driven designer, and I think this kind of approach feeds heavily 
into a style. I think it’s too limiting and becomes a crutch, especially as a book 
designer. The challenge to grow and get better is what fuels me, so I don’t place 
any rules on myself when designing. Discovery of new ways to solve problems is 
more interesting to me.

WHaT do You THInk IS IMPoRTanT To ConSIdER WHEn CHooS-
InG THE RIGHT TYPEfaCE? 

The tone and emotion of it. Does is communicate the message or mood you are 
trying to illustrate? I spend a lot of time on typeface research. Too often I see very 
nice designs that use very common typefaces. Now you could use Helvetica or 
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InTERvIEW WITH CaTHERInE CaSalIno

Design Process

To WHaT ExTEnT aRE Book CovER dESIGnS SIGnIfICanT In THE 
WHolE Book SEllInG PRoCESS? 

It’s a bit hard to tell. A person might pick up a book because of the cover, but 
people also pick up books because they read a good review or a friend recom-
mended it. However, if the book isn’t selling up to expectation, a redesign will 
be considered going from hardcover to paperback.

WHaT aRE THE PuRPoSES of THE Book CovER dESIGn? 

The cover is meant to catch the eye and give you an idea of what the book is 
about. It’s very easy just to tell apart a romance versus a memoir based on 
cover design alone.

Could You dESCRIBE YouR dESIGn PRoCESS foR CREaTInG 
Book CovERS? 

I always read the manuscript. Sometimes there are visual ideas right in the text 
that would make a good image for the cover. I also discuss with the editor what 
they have in mind for the cover– what the mood is, who they are marketing to, 
etc. From there, it varies depending on the type of book. Sometimes I do image 
research. Sometimes I hire an illustrator. Sometimes I start setting up a photo-
shoot. And sometimes I just get out my pencil and start drawing. It’s different 
every time.

WHERE do You Go oR WHaT do You do foR InSPIRaTIon? 

I look at everything. I live in New York City, so there are tons of great places to 
get inspiration from big museums like the MoMA to small galleries to graffiti! 
I also buy tons of books. I often find inspiration in areas other than graphic 
design like fashion and architecture. I also go to a lot of design-related talks at 
the Type Director’s Club and AIGA.

do You THInk IT IS ESSEnTIal To REad THE Book To dESIGn ITS 
CovER? 

Yes. Why wouldn’t you? It would be like designing an advertising campaign 
without trying out the product. It can only help to read the manuscript or sam-
ple pages.

aBouT

PORTFOLIO: 
www.catherinecasalino.
com

CURRENT JOB:
Art Director at Grand 
Central Publishing

Future of Book Design

WHaT do You THInk THE fuTuRE HoldS foR PuBlISHInG and 
Book CovER dESIGn? 

Books will always be around in some form or another and whatever form that 
is there will need to be a visual representation of it for marketing purposes. So 
I think book cover designers are safe for awhile. Physical books will be around 
for quite some time. E-books will probably surpass it sooner than later but there 
are enough people out there that still love a physical book. With the decrease in 
physical books I would like to see the approach of making them more high end, 
more of a collectable take hold. Higher production on the packaging. Where the 
book as a whole is more of an art piece.

Other

Can You TEll ME 5 of THE MoST dREadful MISTakES THaT You 
THInk Book CovER dESIGnERS uSuallY MakE WHEn dESIGnInG 
THE CovER? HavE You PERSonallY MadE anY of THESE MIS-
TakES? 

Good question. I would say bad quality imagery, bad typeface choices, poor usage 
of type, poor spatial relationships and bad or overused concepts. And yes I have 
made all of these mistakes numerous times. Mistakes are the greatest teachers. 
We tell our designers we expect them to make mistakes and that that is a good 
thing. Learn from them and grow.

WHaT IS THE BEST CovER dESIGn You HavE EvER SEEn and STIll 
REMEMBER? WHaT MakES IT So MEMoRaBlE? 
Now that is a hard question. One of my all time favorites is RANT by Chuck Palah-
niuk designed by Rodrigo Corral. Is it the best? I don’t know but for whatever rea-
son I love that cover. Maybe it’s just the fact that it is so different and unexpected 
which is much like Palahniuk’s writing.
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How do you PICK THe RIGHT sTyle oF THe CoveR (IllusTRaTIon, 
TyPoGRaPHICal only, PHoToGRaPHy…)? 

Sometimes I know immediately what the book needs and other times I try all the 
options before I find a solution.

do You THInk THaT THE SYMBolIC CovER dESIGn SERvES THE 
Book BETTER In EnGaGInG THE REadER WITHouT RElaYInG 
MuCH fRoM THE SToRY ITSElf?

I love symbolic covers—Alvin Lustig did some amazing ones in the 50s. I person-
ally prefer symbolic covers to ones that simply illustrate the story— I like anything 
that’s conceptual— but I don’t know if they engage the reader more or less. I 
guess it depends on the book and the reader.

aRE YouR CovER dESIGnS affECTEd BY TREndS In THE InduSTRY, 
oR do You PREfER To noT To PaY aTTEnTIon To THE TREndS? 
WHY?

I don’t like doing things that are on trend. I hate hearing “make it look like [insert 
name of bestseller]” from sales. That just says to me they want the sales of that 
book.  I look at all the covers out there, but I try not to let them influence my 
designs one way or another.

Personal Style and its Place in BCD

do you THInK THaT THe PeRsonal sTyle oF youR woRK (IF you 
Have any) Is IMPoRTanT FoR you as a desIGneR and HelPs you 
land THE JoB? 

I try to stay away from having a personal style. Early on in my career, one of my 
mentors told me that if I wanted to be an Art Director, I needed to be able to 
design anything. I’ve kept that in mind over the years and have tried to make my 
portfolio as diverse as possible, often requesting books that might not have been 
assigned to me otherwise.  In general, whether designing a novel or nonfiction, I 
try to make my designs smart and bold. I’m not sure that qualifies as a personal 
style since I’m working in all kinds of mediums, but hopefully clients recognize 
that and seek me out for projects that require that look.

Future of Book Design

WHaT do You THInk THE fuTuRE HoldS foR PuBlISHInG and 
Book CovER dESIGn?

I think that as long as we have books, we’ll have covers. The digital revolution is 
exciting to me because we’re getting into designing more multimedia things for 
books— like animated book covers and book trailers.

Book Series

WHaT do You THInk IS IMPoRTanT To TakE In ConSIdERaTIon 
WHEn dESIGnInG THE Book SERIES? HoW IS IT dIffEREnT fRoM 
dESIGnInG an IndIvIdual CovER?
A series requires a little more forethought because you’re essentially designing a 
system. You have to consider that one title may be short and another long. You 
also have to make sure that customers don’t get confused and pass up a book 
because they think they’ve already read it. There us a fine balance because you 
want them to recognise a book as part of a series but you also want the book to 
have its own identity to separate it from the rest of the series.

The Cover Look and Elements

HoW do You PICk THE RIGHT SET of ColouRS? HoW MuCH do 
THE PHYSICal MaTERIalS dICTaTE THE ColouR You uSE?  do oTH-
ER faCToRS SuCH aS THE GEnRE of THE Book affECT THE PalETTE 
of ColouRS You uSE?

Sometimes it comes down to what I like and what looks better, but other times 
you pick colors based on their significance. I just designed Christopher Hitchens’ 
last book Mortality. It’s about him dying of cancer. I never considered anything 
but a black cover with white type or a white cover with back type. Anything else 
seemed inappropriate.
In general, I like using bold colors— something that pops and catches the eye.

MaSSIMo vIGnEllI SaYS THaT dESIGnERS JuST nEEd 6 TYPEfaCES. 
do you aGRee wITH THIs ClaIM? (How Many TyPeFaCes do you 
use In youR woRK?)

I agree  somewhat. A good typeface can be amazingly versatile and I do find my-
self going to the same ones again and again. Hoefler & Frere-Jones have created 
some of my favorites and I think I could design with their fonts alone if put to the 
challenge. Most designers probably would want more than just 6 fonts but I think 
you need to build your font library with the essentials— a nice sans serif, a good 
serif for reading copy, etc. I think there are a lot of typefaces out there that are 
crap and poorly drawn, so with student designers I always recommend working 
with typefaces that are tried and true to start. 

WHaT do You THInk IS IMPoRTanT To ConSIdER WHEn CHooS-
InG THE RIGHT TYPEfaCE?

I had a mentor who always asked me the origin of typefaces I used. I think it’s 
very important to know what a typeface was designed for and what it’s meant 
to do. If you’re working on a book that takes place in France in the 1800s, you 
should be using typefaces that are from that time period or look like they’re from 
that period. A lot of it is feel, but it doesn’t hurt to do your homework when it 
comes to typefaces.
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InTERvIEW WITH kIRk douPonCE

Design Process

To WHaT ExTEnT aRE Book CovER dESIGnS SIGnIfICanT In THE 
WHolE Book SEllInG PRoCESS? 

I don’t know if that can be quantified. There certainly are a number of best 
sellers with horrible covers. My guess is that there are three main reasons for 
someone purchasing a book; author name recognition, subject matter, and the 
cover.

WHaT aRE THE PuRPoSES of THE Book CovER dESIGn? 

Ultimately the cover is a marketing tool. Hopefully the cover will give the book 
professional credibility and visually entice a potential reader.

Could You dESCRIBE YouR dESIGn PRoCESS foR CREaTInG 
Book CovERS? 

Coffee is a good place to start. If the manuscript is available I prefer to read 
books before designing them. From there I’ll scour the web for information and 
references. Hopefully an image will inspire a cover. In many cases a book will 
require a custom photo shoot which entails finding models and props.

WHERE do You Go oR WHaT do You do foR InSPIRaTIon? 

DesignRelated.com is a good site for inspiration. Many talented cover designers 
post their work there. I also keep a folder on my computer with hundreds of 
covers and movie posters I’ve appreciated over the years.

do You THInk IT IS ESSEnTIal To REad THE Book To dESIGn ITS 
CovER? 

I wouldn’t say it’s essential but I would say it’s helpful especially for fiction. 
Oftentimes manuscripts aren’t available when the cover is created. Publishers 
like to market the books long before they’re released.

Book Series

WHaT do You THInk IS IMPoRTanT To TakE In ConSIdERaTIon 
WHEn dESIGnInG THE Book SERIES? HoW IS IT dIffEREnT fRoM 
dESIGnInG an IndIvIdual CovER?

That can be tough, each cover needs to balance between having a family re-
semblance while at the same time maintaining a distinct look. Usually the fam-
ily resemblance comes from the title and series treatments. And the distinct-
ness comes from changing up the imagery and color palette.

aBouT

PORTFOLIO: 
www.dogeareddesign.
com

SCHOOL:
Kendall College of Art 
& Design

CURRENT JOB:
cover designer at 
DogEared Design

Other

Can You TEll ME 5 of THE MoST dREadful MISTakES THaT You 
THInk Book CovER dESIGnERS uSuallY MakE WHEn dESIGnInG 
THE CovER? HavE You PERSonallY MadE anY of THESE MIS-
TakES?

1. making the type an afterthought
2. falling back on old tricks, tried and true techniques (I’ve absolutely done 

this!)
3. not reading the book (then you can’t defend or sell your design)
4. rolling over and being forced into designing something that rips off an-

other design (everyone has been in this spot!)
5. spelling the title or author incorrectly  when sending in designs to a client

WHaT IS THE BEST CovER dESIGn You HavE EvER SEEn and STIll 
REMEMBER? WHaT MakES IT So MEMoRaBlE?

There are so many! I collect 1st edition Alvin Lustig covers and covers done by 
Andy Warhol. Penguin is doing some amazing work under Creative Director Paul 
Buckley— the Penguin Threads series is gorgeous. McSweeneys is always coming 
up with something fresh. I love the work my first boss Rodrigo Corral has done for 
Chuck Palahniuk. All of the covers are completely different and push the e
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Personal Style and its Place in BCD

do you THInK THaT THe PeRsonal sTyle oF youR woRK (IF you 
Have any) Is IMPoRTanT FoR you as a desIGneR and HelPs you 
land THE JoB? 

Personal style is important in that it gives art directors a sense of comfort when 
giving jobs to artists who have been successful with similar covers. There’s pres-
sure on art directors to find the right designer for the right job. So if a designer 
did well working on a Steam Punk cover that designer may find themselves work-
ing a lot in that genre. I’m not sure that I have a personal style though I’ve been 
told that I do. I get hired to design covers in numerous genres for fiction and non 
fiction. On any given day I could be working on a frilly feminine gift book or a 
zombie horror novel.

Future of Book Design

WHaT do You THInk THE fuTuRE HoldS foR PuBlISHInG and 
Book CovER dESIGn?

Although more and more books are being purchased electronically, I don’t see 
book covers going away anytime soon. As I had stated earlier, book covers are 
ultimately marketing tools which give books professional credibility and visually 
entice potential readers. Electronic books require this as much, if not more, than 
printed books.

Other

Can You TEll ME 5 of THE MoST dREadful MISTakES THaT You 
THInk Book CovER dESIGnERS uSuallY MakE WHEn dESIGnInG 
THE CovER? HavE You PERSonallY MadE anY of THESE MISTakES?

1. Font integrity. Never squish or stretch a font. The font will scream, and 
and the word that it screams is “Amateur”!

2. Papyrus. Never, under any circumstances, use the font Papyrus. Everyone 
with a PC has it and has used it.

3. Photoshop filters. Be careful when using them. Many people have died 
for your freedom, don’t abuse it.

4. Margins and leading. You like to breathe, so does text.
5. KISS; Keep It Simple Stupid

I’d rather not comment on the last part of your question...

WHaT IS THE BEST CovER dESIGn You HavE EvER SEEn and STIll 
REMEMBER? WHaT MakES IT So MEMoRaBlE?

That’s a difficult question, so I’ll just go with the first cover that came to mind, 
Columbine by Henry Sene Yee. I don’t know why, but it’s so haunting in it’s 
simplicity.

The Cover Look and Elements

HoW do You PICk THE RIGHT SET of ColouRS? HoW MuCH do 
THE PHYSICal MaTERIalS dICTaTE THE ColouR You uSE?  do oTH-
ER faCToRS SuCH aS THE GEnRE of THE Book affECT THE PalETTE 
of ColouRS You uSE?

I wouldn’t say there are any hard and fast rules for what colors should be used 
for any specific genre. I guess it’s more about what kind of mood you’re trying to 
create with the cover; warm, cool, bright, dark, etc.
Physical materials don’t play a role when developing a cover’s palette. Though 
lighter colors look good with a matte varnish and darker colors show better with 
a gloss varnish. Things like that are usually determined after a cover is created 
rather than before.
 

MaSSIMo vIGnEllI SaYS THaT dESIGnERS JuST nEEd 6 TYPEfaCES. 
do you aGRee wITH THIs ClaIM? (How Many TyPeFaCes do you 
use In youR woRK?)

I hear what he’s saying, but that would drive me nuts. If I can buy a new font for 
every cover I work on, I will. I love working with new fonts! Subtle changes in a 
font can really effect the personality of a design.

WHaT do You THInk IS IMPoRTanT To ConSIdER WHEn CHooS-
InG THE RIGHT TYPEfaCE?

Personality. Each font has one, it’s a matter of finding the right one for the mood 
you’re trying to create.

How do you PICK THe RIGHT sTyle oF THe CoveR (IllusTRaTIon, 
TyPoGRaPHICal only, PHoToGRaPHy…)? 

A track record for what sells in a specific genre plays a large role. For instance, 
business books are often type driven while historical fiction are usually illustration 
driven.

do You THInk THaT THE SYMBolIC CovER dESIGn SERvES THE 
Book BETTER In EnGaGInG THE REadER WITHouT RElaYInG 
MuCH fRoM THE SToRY ITSElf?

If I understand the question, yes, I think so. I’d say it’s more important to relay a 
mood to the potential buyer than telling the story. As long as what’s depicted on 
the cover is relevant to what’s inside the book.

aRE YouR CovER dESIGnS affECTEd BY TREndS In THE InduSTRY, oR 
do You PREfER To noT To PaY aTTEnTIon To THE TREndS? WHY?

Yes, I’d say my designs are influenced by what other designers are doing. I owe it 
to the publishers who hire me to be aware of selling trends. It also helps me to 
continually grow as an artist.
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Book Series

WHaT do You THInk IS IMPoRTanT To TakE In ConSIdERaTIon 
WHEn dESIGnInG THE Book SERIES? HoW IS IT dIffEREnT fRoM 
dESIGnInG an IndIvIdual CovER?

I haven’t designed a book series but have designed several books for the same au-
thor. Continuity of color and basic design elements common to the author where 
important.

The Cover Look and Elements

HoW do You PICk THE RIGHT SET of ColouRS? HoW MuCH do 
THE PHYSICal MaTERIalS dICTaTE THE ColouR You uSE?  do oTH-
ER faCToRS SuCH aS THE GEnRE of THE Book affECT THE PalETTE 
of ColouRS You uSE?

Picking colors are subjective so look at the market who will be buying the book. 
For example, if it is meant for single men, the colors will be more masculine. 
This can be worked around if font choice is masculine and then the colors can be 
muted or even pastel. Physical materials do not matter for traditional POD books 
and cmyk printing but do matter if printed with large print houses who do hard-
bound or specialty books. That includes Asian printers who have a wide range of 
book styles. Genre of books follows the same suggestion as I mentioned by the 
market audience. A genre has an audience first.

MaSSIMo vIGnEllI SaYS THaT dESIGnERS JuST nEEd 6 TYPEfaCES. 
do you aGRee wITH THIs ClaIM? (How Many TyPeFaCes do you 
use In youR woRK?)

This is commonly used in Advertising or in certain styles of design, but I find it lim-
iting. What I believe is that 6 fonts are the absolute limit any book must contain. 
More like 4 is best but those few can change from book to book. 

WHaT do You THInk IS IMPoRTanT To ConSIdER WHEn CHooS-
InG THE RIGHT TYPEfaCE?

Extremely important to look at font choices for a book and how they compliment 
each other. Not that they must  look alike but that they work well together. For 
example, a title font must stand out but because it is next to the text block, both 
of these must be looked at together. For a reader, they cant be tripped up visually 
by awkward font choices or it will distract them from the flow of the book. Plus 
font styles can serve as “pauses” in a chapter to break apart the normal text with 
subheads or callouts. 

InTERvIEW WITH MaRk GEloTTE

Design Process

To WHaT ExTEnT aRE Book CovER dESIGnS SIGnIfICanT In THE 
WHolE Book SEllInG PRoCESS?

Cover Design is very important as it is the first aspect of an author’s introduc-
tion to the public of their book or novel. The cover will give an instant impres-
sion of the book’s message, along with the feeling the words will convey to 
the reader. Also a well designed cover will add professionalism to the author if 
done correctly.

WHaT aRE THE PuRPoSES of THE Book CovER dESIGn?

To sell the book is foremost. This means it must get the potential reader to pick 
it out from other books whether online or in a book store. As was said above, 
the book cover sets the tone of the author for the reader. Often the cover will 
let the reader empathize with the book if the cover visually aligns with the 
readers taste or excites some aspect within the reader. This is the case espe-
cially with Children’s or Young Adult books where the young person is attracted 
by the cover immediately. With Adults, this still applies but on more subtle 
levels.

Could You dESCRIBE YouR dESIGn PRoCESS foR CREaTInG 
Book CovERS? 

First, get to know your author and read a few chapters of their manuscript. 
Secondly, spend time sketching any and all possibilities for the book as this will 
help focus in on the right cover. Look for suitable colors that fit the message of 
the book and its market. Narrow down the designs that come from sketching 
and color selections to 2-3 good ideas. Build on those to get a good founda-
tion for presenting to the author. Mockup the covers for presentation and be 
prepared to make alterations as needed by the author. 

WHERE do You Go oR WHaT do You do foR InSPIRaTIon?

Look at EVERYTHING whether it is other books or not. I look at magazines, 
package design, old advertising, and graphic magazines. Spend time in muse-
ums of all kinds; not just art museums. 

do You THInk IT IS ESSEnTIal To REad THE Book To dESIGn ITS 
CovER?

As above question, only read a few chapters to understand the writing style 
and the message conveyed. Have a good grasp of the author and can speak 
with them easily and clearly about their book. Especially so you can make rec-
ommendations or design ideas.

aBouT

PORTFOLIO: 
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freelance book cover 

designer
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Other

Can You TEll ME 5 of THE MoST dREadful MISTakES THaT You 
THInk Book CovER dESIGnERS uSuallY MakE WHEn dESIGnInG 
THE CovER? HavE You PERSonallY MadE anY of THESE MIS-
TakES?

1. Poorly thought out font choices 
2. Poorly arranged type
3. Using the same font throughout the cover
4. Wrong colors for the subject matter or audience of the book
5. Not considering the cover and the interior text design as a whole

WHaT IS THE BEST CovER dESIGn You HavE EvER SEEn and STIll 
REMEMBER? WHaT MakES IT So MEMoRaBlE?

Very hard to say, I see brilliant designs whenever I step into a bookstore. I would 
say that a book that grasps my attention and then speaks to the nature of the 
book itself is what WOW’s me. I appreciate other designer’s work and that in-
spires me.

How do you PICK THe RIGHT sTyle oF THe CoveR (IllusTRaTIon, 
TyPoGRaPHICal only, PHoToGRaPHy…)? 

Try all of them first to see what works. A book can often be approached with vari-
ous media but one will win out in the end. The author has the last word.

do You THInk THaT THE SYMBolIC CovER dESIGn SERvES THE 
Book BETTER In EnGaGInG THE REadER WITHouT RElaYInG 
MuCH fRoM THE SToRY ITSElf?

It can. Symbolic covers can add mystery or a visual twist especially with fiction. 

aRE YouR CovER dESIGnS affECTEd BY TREndS In THE InduSTRY, 
oR do You PREfER To noT To PaY aTTEnTIon To THE TREndS? 
WHY?

Trends are trouble because the market audience is unaffected by them especially 
if they are a targeted audience. Trends can be used wisely but for the book de-
signer, trends will date a book as soon as that trend is over. Proceed with caution 
yet keep informed of trend design, especially if it will make sales better for the 
author.

Personal Style and its Place in BCD

do you THInK THaT THe PeRsonal sTyle oF youR woRK (IF you 
Have any) Is IMPoRTanT FoR you as a desIGneR and HelPs you 
land THE JoB? 

Definitely a style is important but also know that reputation has an equal affect 
with landing a job. If you are known for working well with clients, it will lead to 
more jobs.

Future of Book Design

WHaT do You THInk THE fuTuRE HoldS foR PuBlISHInG and 
Book CovER dESIGn?

Books, in some form, will be around forever; as it has through history. Only the 
media they are presented on will change. While it seems that digital is the wave 
of the future, other factors could affect that wave. I believe it is too early to tell so 
be prepared for any publishing changes. 
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WHaT do You THInk IS IMPoRTanT To TakE In ConSIdERaTIon 
WHEn dESIGnInG THE Book SERIES? HoW IS IT dIffEREnT fRoM 
dESIGnInG an IndIvIdual CovER?

When designing for a series you need to keep branding in mind, and create a 
recognizable look so consumer will keep coming back to it. You also need to think 
about how design elements will work over time and with different imagery. When 
you design an individual cover, you can integrate your type design more with the 
image and  not worry about how it might carry over on the next cover.

The Cover Look and Elements

HoW do You PICk THE RIGHT SET of ColouRS? HoW MuCH do 
THE PHYSICal MaTERIalS dICTaTE THE ColouR You uSE?  do oTH-
ER faCToRS SuCH aS THE GEnRE of THE Book affECT THE PalETTE 
of ColouRS You uSE?

Sometimes color choices happen very organically during the design process, other 
times it’s given a lot of thought and becomes a central element in the cover con-
cept. It really depends not he content, genre, and target audience for the book.  

MaSSIMo vIGnEllI SaYS THaT dESIGnERS JuST nEEd 6 TYPEfaCES. 
do you aGRee wITH THIs ClaIM? (How Many TyPeFaCes do you 
use In youR woRK?)

I feel simplicity in design is definitely something to strive for. However, I mostly 
work in children’s publishing, so it’s important to keep things fresh, modern and 
playful/with kid-appeal. Therefore, it’s nearly impossible to use a limited number 
of fonts in this market/industry. That may not be true for adult publishing and 
certainly not for other markets in design.

WHaT do You THInk IS IMPoRTanT To ConSIdER WHEn CHooS-
InG THE RIGHT TYPEfaCE?

Typefaces bring a lot of personality to a design, and I often think of them as “char-
acters” on the covers I work on. You want the style to represent the right tone, 
style, and mood for the book, and also complement or work together with the 
imagery.

InTERvIEW WITH JEanInE HEndERSon

Design Process

To WHaT ExTEnT aRE Book CovER dESIGnS SIGnIfICanT In THE 
WHolE Book SEllInG PRoCESS?

Very important—a cover needs to catch the viewer at a glance on the shelf, 
and make a potential buyer want to pick it up. It’s often the first thing about 
the book that draws a reader in.

 WHaT aRE THE PuRPoSES of THE Book CovER dESIGn?

To convey either a narrative or a conceptual representation of the story. It can 
be literal or abstract, but it should be fitting for the story and the intended 
audience in a way to add a level of depth to the book as well as be appealing to 
the consumer. 

Could You dESCRIBE YouR dESIGn PRoCESS foR CREaTInG 
Book CovERS? 

I start by reading the manuscript, and getting a good feel for the characters 
and story. I discuss concepts with the editor, and which approach will be most 
appropriate for the audience, genre, and content—illustration, photographic, 
graphic/type driven, etc. If we decide to use illustration, I present artist sam-
ples to the publisher/editor and then collaborate with the chosen artist to 
create imagery that I will work with type. If we go in a photographic or graphic/
type-driven direction, I present comps using stock images, and then execute 
with stock and/or a photoshoot as necessary once the concept is approved.

WHERE do You Go oR WHaT do You do foR InSPIRaTIon?

I love culture, music, people, & travel, and my experiences with these things 
often subconsciously work their influence into my art & design.  I live in New 
York City, so find inspiration daily all around me. I always seem to burst with 
new ideas and creativity after seeing live music shows, taking a vacation, or 
hearing a lecture or presentation from an admired designer and/or artist.

do You THInk IT IS ESSEnTIal To REad THE Book To dESIGn ITS 
CovER?

I think it always helps. In cases of a series of books—with the same characters, 
etc. (which happens often in children’s’ books) you can sometimes design off 
an outline or summary once the style/format of the series is established. But 
otherwise, reading the manuscripts allows you to draw upon your own inter-
pretation of the story when coming up with concepts for the cover, rather than 
only relying on the information the editor has given.

aBouT
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www.jeaninehenderson.
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senior designer in 
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Other

Can You TEll ME 5 of THE MoST dREadful MISTakES THaT You 
THInk Book CovER dESIGnERS uSuallY MakE WHEn dESIGnInG 
THE CovER? HavE You PERSonallY MadE anY of THESE MIS-
TakES?

1. Copying or imitating other covers (I’m careful to never do this. As I men-
tioned—influence is good,  but copying is bad!)

2. Playing to heavily into trends/not being unique enough—this can be 
hard to avoid at times if the sales/marketing teams in a company insist 
on a trending direction

3. Being too narrative/literal with concepts—again, sometimes hard to 
avoid in children’s books

4. Using fonts that overwhelm or do not work well with the image—this is 
when type ends up looking “slapped on”.  I strive to always ingrate type 
and image!

5. Not understanding the content or audience.

WHaT IS THE BEST CovER dESIGn You HavE EvER SEEn and STIll 
REMEMBER? WHaT MakES IT So MEMoRaBlE?

Really hard to choose just one! Some book cover designers I really admire, 
though, are Chip Kidd, Paul Buckley, Rodrigo Corral, Kelly Blair, and Coralie Bick-
ford-Smith. 

How do you PICK THe RIGHT sTyle oF THe CoveR (IllusTRaTIon, 
TyPoGRaPHICal only, PHoToGRaPHy…)? 

A lot of factors effect this choice—trends, competition titles, genre, age group.  
So, this is often a collaborative decision between a publisher, sales team and crea-
tive departments. It needs to be appropriate for the book and also competitive in 
the marketplace.

do You THInk THaT THE SYMBolIC CovER dESIGn SERvES THE 
Book BETTER In EnGaGInG THE REadER WITHouT RElaYInG MuCH 
fRoM THE SToRY ITSElf?

This depends a lot on the audience, especially in children’s books. Design for 
younger age groups often tends to be directed more literal or narrative. But with 
older/teen target audiences you can go with more symbolic or conceptual ap-
proaches. Personally, I like leaving more to the reader’s imagination—I feel that’s 
part of the magic of reading a book!

aRE YouR CovER dESIGnS affECTEd BY TREndS In THE InduSTRY, 
oR do You PREfER To noT To PaY aTTEnTIon To THE TREndS? 
WHY?

I think a good designer needs to be aware of the trends and other designs out 
there. It’s important to create something that can be competitive in the mar-
ketplace and often sales and marketing teams have a lot of say in the direction, 
based on this. But as designers, we always strive to create something new, unique 
and fresh—and in order to do that & create something that will really stand out 
from others, you still need to know what’s out there.

Personal Style and its Place in BCD

do you THInK THaT THe PeRsonal sTyle oF youR woRK (IF you 
Have any) Is IMPoRTanT FoR you as a desIGneR and HelPs you 
land THE JoB? 

Yes, personal style and vision is always important, and style evolves naturally over 
time. Influence of others is always great, but imitation/copying never is. In most 
cases unique style or specific strengths are what draws a client to your portfolio 
over someone else’s.

Future of Book Design

WHaT do You THInk THE fuTuRE HoldS foR PuBlISHInG and 
Book CovER dESIGn?

Good design will always be needed—but with the rapid changes in technology and 
media, I think it the formats we’ll need to design for will change a lot. I believe the 
printed book will always exists. We may see smaller print runs of fewer traditionally 
printed books, but they may be more “special”—using higher quality printing tech-
niques and effects. 
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The Cover Look and Elements

HoW do You PICk THE RIGHT SET of ColouRS? HoW MuCH do 
THE PHYSICal MaTERIalS dICTaTE THE ColouR You uSE?  do oTH-
ER faCToRS SuCH aS THE GEnRE of THE Book affECT THE PalETTE 
of ColouRS You uSE? 

It depends on the mood and demographics of the book, on my idea also. Materi-
als will dictate to a certain extent, for instance I know that metallic inks get sucked 
up by uncoated paper so I use regular PMS or 4/c.

MaSSIMo vIGnEllI SaYS THaT dESIGnERS JuST nEEd 6 TYPEfaCES. 
do you aGRee wITH THIs ClaIM? (How Many TyPeFaCes do you 
use In youR woRK?) 

That sounds right, I might have less than 6 go-to typefaces. I believe you have to 
make the type work for you, you have to own it. But I’ll challenge that claim also. 
There is a typographic renaissance under way and sometimes there is just a call 
for a different typeface. If I only had 6 colors in my palette, there would be times 
to use one outside that range. But the idea has to call for it, a designer should 
have in mind a look or style that is needed, rather than scrolling down the sidebar 
and letting the typeface pick you randomly.

WHaT do You THInk IS IMPoRTanT To ConSIdER WHEn CHooS-
InG THE RIGHT TYPEfaCE? 
The idea has to call for it, a designer should have in mind a look or style that is 
needed, rather than scrolling down the sidebar and letting the typeface pick you. 
Make the type work for you.

How do you PICK THe RIGHT sTyle oF THe CoveR (IllusTRaTIon, 
TyPoGRaPHICal only, PHoToGRaPHy…)? 

Usually through genre and comparative titles. Someone has to know from across 
the room, or while looking at thumbnails on a screen, what the book is about.

do You THInk THaT THE SYMBolIC CovER dESIGn SERvES THE 
Book BETTER In EnGaGInG THE REadER WITHouT RElaYInG 
MuCH fRoM THE SToRY ITSElf? 

Yes, if the main character hangs himself at the end you don’t want a hanging man 
on the cover. Re: If I have a general idea, mood or feel I can leave the reader want-
ing to know more, not giving it away on the cover. By logic, they haven’t read the 
book either. 

InTERvIEW WITH JaSon HEuER

Design Process

To WHaT ExTEnT aRE Book CovER dESIGnS SIGnIfICanT In THE 
WHolE Book SEllInG PRoCESS?

It’s the face of the book, the part you engage with before you know you even 
want it if you’re browsing. It’s like a first impression on a date. A literary flirta-
tion, or when done best, a seduction.

WHaT aRE THE PuRPoSES of THE Book CovER dESIGn? 

See above

Could You dESCRIBE YouR dESIGn PRoCESS foR CREaTInG 
Book CovERS? 

I like to read the manuscript if I can, or at least the tip sheet and look at com-
parative titles to see what genre and mood they are looking for. Basically to see 
what I can get away with design-wise.

WHERE do You Go oR WHaT do You do foR InSPIRaTIon? 

I try not to design in a bubble, meaning not just looking at other design sites, 
blogs or tumblrs. Inspiration is everywhere for a designer with eyes and your style 
will develop based on what you are aesthetically and intellectually drawn to.

do You THInk IT IS ESSEnTIal To REad THE Book To dESIGn ITS 
CovER? 

Not always, sometimes it helps the design and sometimes it actually hurts. If I 
have a general idea, mood or feel I can leave the reader wanting to know more, 
not giving it away on the cover. By logic, they haven’t read the book either.

Book Series

WHaT do You THInk IS IMPoRTanT To TakE In ConSIdERaTIon 
WHEn dESIGnInG THE Book SERIES? HoW IS IT dIffEREnT fRoM 
dESIGnInG an IndIvIdual CovER? 

You have to have modularity in some form, whether it be style or color or type, 
mostly all 3. The idea on the 3rd or 4th cover has to be as striking as the first. 
The design and idea has to have the ability to last.

aBouT
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InTERvIEW WITH YvonnE PaRkS

Design Process

To WHaT ExTEnT aRE Book CovER dESIGnS SIGnIfICanT In THE 
WHolE Book SEllInG PRoCESS? 

People do judge a book by its cover. Especially this new generation, who are 
very savvy…being inundated with marketing and logos each time they turn 
on their smart phone. They know good (and bad) design and have very high 
standards. If the outside of the book looks unprofessional or ‘yesterday’, they 
will assume the interior of the book is as well.

WHaT aRE THE PuRPoSES of THE Book CovER dESIGn?

1. To draw in the attention of the buyer  - catch their eye across a 
crowded room

2. Pique their interest - My philosophy is simple. A book cover isn’t 
meant to tell the whole story. It’s simply meant to pique the interest 
of a potential buyer….and then hint to the contents of the book. If you 
can make a buyer simply curious….you are halfway to selling a book…
simply because you’ve caused them to pick it up. They then flip it over 
and take 20 seconds to read the first couple lines of the back cover 
copy. It’s the marriage of the curiosity-piquing cover, and the intrigu-
ing back copy that ‘seals the deal’ and sells a book.

3. Sell the book

Could You dESCRIBE YouR dESIGn PRoCESS foR CREaTInG 
Book CovERS?

I’m given the title, subtitle and author’s name for a book, and then a very con-
cise summary of what the book is about. I like to put myself in the place of the 
potential buyer for a while. Obviously the potential buyer doesn’t know the full 
content or storyline. So how can I, as a designer, communicate through simple 
imagery, and even font style…a few things about this book?

1. First, what kind of book is this? (Genre etc)
2. Who is the target audience? 
3. What is the setting/location? 
4. In what era does it occur?  
5. Communicating a feeling or emotion – This is especially important 

because 64% of book buyers are women, and they buy on ‘feeling’. 
How does this book make me feel? Warm and inviting? Intriguing? 
Suspenseful? Hopeful? Fearful? Romantic?

aBouT
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aRE YouR CovER dESIGnS affECTEd BY TREndS In THE InduSTRY, 
oR do You PREfER To noT To PaY aTTEnTIon To THE TREndS? 
WHY? 

I believe that by nature everyone is affected by trends and new style discoveries, 
it leaks in. Look at covers from 1989, they have a different approach and palette 
and type treatment. It’s like music in that as there is more accessible, there are 
more styles to choose from. Now there are more ways to solve a design.

Personal Style and its Place in BCD

do you THInK THaT THe PeRsonal sTyle oF youR woRK (IF you 
Have any) Is IMPoRTanT FoR you as a desIGneR and HelPs you 
land THE JoB? 

Yes, I only put the kind of work up on my website that I want to attract. I have 
done all sorts of covers and styles, but you’ll only see my favorites.

Future of Book Design

WHaT do You THInk THE fuTuRE HoldS foR PuBlISHInG and 
Book CovER dESIGn? 

I don’t know, but I love it so much that I’ll go down with the ship if it comes to that ;)

Other

Can You TEll ME 5 of THE MoST dREadful MISTakES THaT You 
THInk Book CovER dESIGnERS uSuallY MakE WHEn dESIGnInG 
THE CovER? HavE You PERSonallY MadE anY of THESE MIS-
TakES? 

These are five that I have made and have seen: Bad Kerning, bad composition, rip-
ping off your own style/previous work, thinking that simple is clever when some-
times it is just under-designed, and finally: letting a committee water down a good 
design that you have to put your name on.

WHaT IS THE BEST CovER dESIGn You HavE EvER SEEn and STIll 
REMEMBER? WHaT MakES IT So MEMoRaBlE? 

Being in the trade I don’t know if I am impressed with any covers anymore, includ-
ing my own. That dissatisfaction gives me drive I guess.  I just know when a cover 
is designed better and how lucky the designer was to get it past so many people 
inside the publishing house.
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WHaT do You THInk IS IMPoRTanT To ConSIdER WHEn CHooS-
InG THE RIGHT TYPEfaCE?

1. First, what kind genre book is this? Does the genre call for a certain style 
of typeface?

2. Who is the target audience?  (Children – make it fun and easy to read (no 
scripts, as children can’t read cursive) Teens- fun but not too immature, 
can use younger colors. Men- strong and masculine. Keep away from 
anything feminine. Women – keep it soft and inviting, usually using color 
or effects.)

3. What is the setting/location? 
4. In what era does it occur?  Ancient Greece? LA in the 70’s? The far fu-

ture?
5. How old is the author? (if you are dealing with self-publishing authors, 

an older author generally won’t like a very modern look. Even if their 
choice isn’t the right choice, your job is to create a happy client. If they 
choose to not recieve your experienced advice, it is their perogative.)

Title placement and treatment can make a bad design instantly into a good de-
sign….even if the image is not the greatest. (samples of Rescuing a Bad Design) 

How do you PICK THe RIGHT sTyle oF THe CoveR (IllusTRaTIon, 
TyPoGRaPHICal only, PHoToGRaPHy…)? 

Based on the feeling the author wants to evoke, and based on what image most 
accurately communicates the essence of the book.

do You THInk THaT THE SYMBolIC CovER dESIGn SERvES THE 
Book BETTER In EnGaGInG THE REadER WITHouT RElaYInG 
MuCH fRoM THE SToRY ITSElf?

Sometimes yes, sometimes no. Symbolic design works great on non-fiction 
books…but I think fiction needs a little more ‘environment’ in its imagery. But be 
careful:  Serious readers love reading for the engagement of their imagination 
that takes place during the journey. How often have you read a book, and then 
seen the author’s choice of actor to play a role in the movie version and said 
“That’s not what my ‘hero’ looked like!” Be general. Don’t worry so much about 
relaying details as evoking a sense or feeling about the story.

aRE YouR CovER dESIGnS affECTEd BY TREndS In THE InduSTRY, 
oR do You PREfER To noT To PaY aTTEnTIon To THE TREndS? 
WHY?

We may not like the trends, but the new generation of buyers LIVE by them. It’s 
foolish to fully ignore them, however its equally foolish to abide by too much of 
them. If you use an overly popular font, for example, your book will look dated 
in just a couple years. (Ex: Papyrus, Scriptina *shiver*) I never use trends in my 
typeface. Rather, use trends in color and layout. Keep the font timeless.

WHERE do You Go oR WHaT do You do foR InSPIRaTIon?

I love big bookstores. They are like an art gallery for a cover designer. There is 
nothing more inspiring than looking at the work of other artists…some of them 
‘masters’ at their craft. It’s also a place to find bad covers, and identify what 
caused the cover to fail. Which covers pop out at you? Why? Dissection of good 
and bad design is helpful as you learn. I also love architecture…being inspired by 
big cities, old cities, anyplace that evokes emotion, or inspires creativity.

do You THInk IT IS ESSEnTIal To REad THE Book To dESIGn ITS 
CovER?

Ideally that would be great. But in my case, I do over 400 books a year, so it’s 
simply not possible. I think that a better tool is speaking with the author. Asking 
“What is your book about?” gets the author talking about the content, context, 
era, and feel of the book. Usually this is more than enough to give a good rep-
resentation of the book if you have enough experience in cover design. You are 
trying to ‘woo’ people who have never read the book…so standing in their shoes 
and ‘seeing what they see’…communicating only the essence of the book (and not 
all the details) is more than enough.

Book Series

WHaT do You THInk IS IMPoRTanT To TakE In ConSIdERaTIon 
WHEn dESIGnInG THE Book SERIES? HoW IS IT dIffEREnT fRoM 
dESIGnInG an IndIvIdual CovER?

1. If you choose a title treatment, is it adaptable to longer titles or adding/
subtracting words?

2. Can the style of the image you choose be replicated in style/composition 
again using another image? 

The Cover Look and Elements
HoW do You PICk THE RIGHT SET of ColouRS? HoW MuCH do 
THE PHYSICal MaTERIalS dICTaTE THE ColouR You uSE?  do oTH-
ER faCToRS SuCH aS THE GEnRE of THE Book affECT THE PalETTE 
of ColouRS You uSE?

I choose colours based on the artwork or photography used. Sometimes it is 
based on trends, if the book calls for it. Genre doesn’t usually affect my choice un-
less it’s romance or sci-fi/fantasy, though the era of the book does. Older eras call 
for more muted colours, or using colours associated with that era. (using teal and/
or red for a 60’s book for example) 

MaSSIMo vIGnEllI SaYS THaT dESIGnERS JuST nEEd 6 TYPEfaCES. 
do you aGRee wITH THIs ClaIM? (How Many TyPeFaCes do you 
use In youR woRK?)

I agree….I have 5-6 ‘favourite’ typefaces that I go to. However, they usually change 
every 3 years as trends change and my design style evolves. Sometimes you need 
to reach outside of the usual to evoke a feeling for the era or location of the book. 
But even then, I use these fonts sparingly on the cover (for one word only).
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WHaT IS THE BEST CovER dESIGn You HavE EvER SEEn and STIll 
REMEMBER? WHaT MakES IT So MEMoRaBlE?

This is too hard to answer. I don’t have one winner, because many designs are 
good for different reasons. But my eye is drawn to simple, clean designs.

Personal Style and its Place in BCD

do you THInK THaT THe PeRsonal sTyle oF youR woRK (IF you 
Have any) Is IMPoRTanT FoR you as a desIGneR and HelPs you 
land THE JoB? 

Yes. People come to me because of my style. If they come to me and ask for a to-
tally different style, I will do it…but my personal style is my calling card and what 
sells my services. That and my speed

Future of Book Design

WHaT do You THInk THE fuTuRE HoldS foR PuBlISHInG and 
Book CovER dESIGn?

Probably less and less printed books, so not as much need for back cover design 
of the book …however, book cover design will never go away as long as books are 
being written. Even an eBook needs to be ‘sold’ by an engaging cover. 

Other

Can You TEll ME 5 of THE MoST dREadful MISTakES THaT You 
THInk Book CovER dESIGnERS uSuallY MakE WHEn dESIGnInG 
THE CovER? HavE You PERSonallY MadE anY of THESE 
MISTakES?

1. Clutter – too much! Not enough air, space. Clutter done right can give 
an emotion about the book…clutter done wrong makes people anxious. 
(doesn’t give them the feeling that they want to get ‘lost’ in your book 
for a few hours….etc)

2. Over mixing fonts (serif, sans serif)
3. Using Windows standard fonts (Papyrus, Comic Sans,) give books a 

‘home made’ look
4. Lack of interest in the title placement – putting it all in one size…again, 

home made)
5. Outdated fonts (Scriptina, Papyrus, Bleeding Cowboy) date a book and 

its style…You want it to be timeless
6. If it’s easily identifiable and popular, the better chance that it will also 

end up looking ‘old’ in a couple years. This isn’t good for sales if you 
want your book to sell for years to come. So I’m a fan of using simple, 
classic, straight fonts that are timeless.

7. Letting the author’s preference supersede what is the best for the book. 
I realize the book is a part of the author that they have spent years and 
tears investing themselves into…and I’m very sensitive to that as an artist 
myself. However, the fact is that just because you like something, doesn’t 
mean it will sell.
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